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Abstract—This paper presents a vision algorithm that enables automated jellyfish tracking using remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) or autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs). The discussion focuses on algorithm design. The introduction provides a novel performance-assessment tool, called segmentation efficiency, which aids in matching potential vision algorithms to the jelly-tracking task. This general-purpose tool evaluates the inherent applicability of various algorithms to particular tracking applications. This tool is applied to the problem of tracking transparent jellyfish under uneven time-varying illumination in particle-filled scenes. The result is the selection of a fixed-gradient threshold-based vision algorithm. This approach, implemented as part of a pilot aid for the Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute’s ROV Ventana, has demonstrated automated jelly tracking for as long as 89 min.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Jelly Tracking: A Visual Servoing Application

The visual jelly-tracking application falls within the broad research area known as position-based visual servoing. The term visual servoing implies the use of video as a sensor for automatic control. In many cases, including the jelly-tracking application, visual servoing requires the use of a visual-tracking algorithm. Visual-tracking algorithms are designed to follow projected objects through a two-dimensional (2-D) video sequence, without any implication of closed-loop motion control of the imaging platform. Visual-tracking algorithms implicitly or explicitly address two related imaging problems: segmentation and recognition. The segmentation process clusters pixels into regions that may correspond to the tracked object, while the recognition process distinguishes among these regions to identify the best match to a target profile. By segmenting an image and recognizing the target region, a visual-tracking algorithm measures target location. Based on this measurement, a visual servoing algorithm issues a feedback control signal to the imaging platform, as illustrated by Fig. 1.

The field of visual servoing has spawned numerous applications. Recent publications that capture the breadth and history of the visual servoing field are [1] and [2]. Although these reviews of visual servoing make little mention of underwater applications, the ocean community has made substantial progress in the visual navigation of submersible vehicles relative to the ocean floor [3]–[14].

Each instance of visual servoing uses a different visual-tracking strategy suited to the nature of the application. For example, Leahy et al. enabled visual servoing for aircraft refueling by placing easily identified white markers near the fuel port [15]. Amidi et al. report on helicopter experiments that identified a ground target using color segmentation or template-based detection [16]. Batavia et al. detected overtaking vehicles in a car’s blind spot by propagating an edge map of the background scene and comparing this prediction to the current measurement [17]. Minami et al. used a triangular template strategy to track a fish in a tank using a robotic manipulator [18].

The rich variety of visual-tracking methods employed by each of these cases suggests that the selection of a reliable visual-tracking algorithm for a new application is nontrivial. In fact, for most visual servoing applications, several tracking algorithms produce viable solutions (of varying quality). This freedom in algorithm choice introduces an important design question that is central to this paper. The designer of a visual servoing system must somehow assess the match between tracking algorithms and the visual-environment characteristic to an application.

This paper discusses a method for synthesizing a robust and efficient vision strategy for endurance tracking of a single gelatinous animal. To date, no attempt has been made to implement such an experimental visual servoing system, despite the opportunity such a platform offers to extend the science of marine ecology. The lack of published data regarding visual tracking of gelatinous animals, along with the differences between the imaging environments for this application and for other terrestrial, aerial, and marine visual servoing applications, motivates...
a thorough characterization of the deep-ocean imaging environment. Midwater images depict natural unprepared scenes. Such scenes do not contain man-made features, such as corners or straight lines, nor can an observer artificially augment the scene without disturbing the animal behaviors under study. In the absence of such features, the jelly-tracking system must detect a range of animal specimens with flexible bodies. Transparency, which evolved as a defensive adaptation against predation [19], further enhances the difficulty of localizing the jelly target.

These issues somewhat resemble problems encountered by Tang, Fan, Kocak, and others in their pursuit of automated systems for the visual detection and classification of marine plankton [20]–[26]. Nonetheless, the jelly-tracking problem possesses additional characteristics that distinguish it. Light-source geometry for remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) changes dramatically from dive to dive. On any given dive, spatial lighting gradients are visible, in addition to temporal derivatives resulting from pan/tilt motion, light source oscillations, and variations in concentration of suspended organic matter, which is known as marine snow. The automated jelly-tracking system must function despite these noise sources.

Operational constraints further shape the choice of vision algorithm for the jelly-tracking application. Both as a pilot aid for ROVs and as a functional component for fully autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs), the jelly tracker’s first priority is reliability. The mean time to failure for the vision system must match the application duration, measured in hours for ROV deployments and in days for AUV deployments. In both cases, it is desirable that the system display low sensitivity to prior selection of algorithm parameters. Also, for endurance AUV operations, limited onboard energy storage restricts sensor power. These energy budget limitations necessitate a strobed vision system [27] with low computational complexity.

This paper introduces an alternative approach for algorithm-performance prediction, which contrasts with other performance-evaluation methods in that it focuses on the input-to-vision algorithms rather than the output. This predictive approach studies images specific to an application and identifies image information that enhances target detection. The predictive approach in turn suggests which class of vision algorithm best exploits this information. Fig. 2 contrasts the predictive input-centered approach in Fig. 2b with the output-focused approach in Fig. 2a. The predictive-assessment procedure does not require implementation of specific tracking algorithms. Because the procedure focuses on the segmentation and not the recognition component of tracking, the approach requires that only a single image from each video sequence be ground truthed, rather than the entire sequence. Thus, where output-focused approaches require implementation of Q tracking algorithms and ground truthing of M • N frames, the input-focused approach requires implementation of no algorithms and ground truthing of M frames. The number of frames analyzed by the assessment method likewise drops from M • N • P • Q for the output-focused approach to M • P for the input-focused approach.

II. LINKING IMAGE INFORMATION TO SEGMENTATION ALGORITHMS

A new performance-assessment metric aids the design of tracking algorithms. The assessment technique is applied to

B. Segmentation Efficiency: A Performance-Predictive Method

The critical step in synthesizing the jelly-tracking sensor involves the assessment of the deep-ocean imaging environment in the context of available tracking algorithms. Tools for performance evaluation of computer-vision algorithms have arisen in recent research [28]–[30]. Performance-evaluation tools address a wide range of vision issues, including the tracking problem and its subcomponents: the segmentation and recognition problems. Segmentation performance, involving the identification of pixel sets associated with potential targets, dominates the jelly-tracking design problem. Recognition performance, which involves the correspondence of segments through time, bears a close relationship to segmentation performance, since information that amplifies signal to noise for segmentation tends also to amplify pattern-based recognition. A large number of tracking algorithms, furthermore, achieve correspondence based solely on segment position, referenced to a position estimate propagated from prior measurements. Because effective recognition relies so heavily on effective segmentation, performance evaluation for the segmentation component effectively predicts, to a large degree, performance of the complete tracking algorithm.

This paper introduces a predictive assessment method that differs from existing assessment methods for segmentation and tracking [31]–[33]. The new method, in common with other methods, shares a requirement for a segmentation ground truth, as determined by a human operator or a reference algorithm. Whereas existing assessment tools compare the output of vision algorithms to the ground truth, the new method uses the ground truth to identify the information content in the original image upon which vision algorithms act. This new method addresses feasibility issues associated with the implementation of existing assessment techniques.

From a designer’s point of view, implementing existing assessment techniques requires substantial effort. First, to evaluate a number of tracking algorithms, the designer must implement all of the possibilities, often a time-consuming procedure. Second, the engineer must consider a wide range of possible image filters that may enhance signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the application-specific visual environment. Third, the engineer must ground truth image sequences in order to apply the metric. The resulting design procedure is combinatorially large. For the case of P prefilters, Q vision algorithms, and M image sequences, each sequence containing N frames, the procedure requires that the designer implement a total of Q algorithms and ground truth a total of M • N frames. The assessment procedure must then analyze M • N • P • Q image frames. The resulting combinatorial explosion is depicted by Fig. 2(a).

This paper introduces an alternative approach for algorithm-performance prediction, which contrasts with other performance-evaluation methods in that it focuses on the input-to-vision algorithms rather than the output. This predictive approach studies images specific to an application and identifies image information that enhances target detection. The predictive approach in turn suggests which class of vision algorithm best exploits this information. Fig. 2 contrasts the predictive input-centered approach in Fig. 2b with the output-focused approach in Fig. 2a. The predictive-assessment procedure does not require implementation of specific tracking algorithms. Because the procedure focuses on the segmentation and not the recognition component of tracking, the approach requires that only a single image from each video sequence be ground truthed, rather than the entire sequence. Thus, where output-focused approaches require implementation of Q tracking algorithms and ground truthing of M • N frames, the input-focused approach requires implementation of no algorithms and ground truthing of M frames. The number of frames analyzed by the assessment method likewise drops from M • N • P • Q for the output-focused approach to M • P for the input-focused approach.
jelly tracking to identify the group of segmentation algorithms that best extract information given the midwater imaging environment. For jelly tracking, this group consists of region-based segmentation methods applied to images prefiltered to extract gradient or background-difference information.

The new quantitative assessment tool, called segmentation efficiency, predicts the performance of segmentation algorithms by analyzing the information content of application-oriented video clips. Information content is assessed by applying pixel-level filters to an image. The connection between filtered information and segmentation algorithms lies in the observation that different segmentation algorithms exploit different geometric structures relating image pixels together. The segmentation efficiency procedure quantifies this relationship by computing filtered information statistics over geometric image regions specific to particular segmentation algorithms.

The formal definition of segmentation efficiency (Section II-C) follows the definition of image filters (Section II-A) and of geometric image regions derived from ground truth (Section II-B). Subsequently, Section II-D describes an ensemble averaging process that enables application of the segmentation-efficiency tool to a database of video clips. Section II-E applies this tool to a database of gelatinous animals filmed in situ.

A. Filters as Image-Information Descriptors

Image filters extract or emphasize particular information components in the video stream. In this sense, filtered images can be considered as descriptors of image-information content. This section describes 15 filters chosen to form a partial basis for the space of pixel-level information. Table I lists the 15 filters and their formulas. Since these filters are commonly described in introductory imaging texts such as [34], this section offers only a cursory outline of the notation used in Table I.

The expression \( f^k(x, y) \) denotes the value of an image at pixel location \((x, y)\) for the \(k\)th frame of a video sequence. The term \( f \) is used here to refer generically to one of the filtered images, all defined on the domain \(D_f\) of \(320 \times 240\) images. The pixel argument and \(k\)-superscript are dropped when identical for filter input and output. Base images are 24-bit color frames consisting of three color components, \(c_r\), \(c_g\), and \(c_b\).

The notation of Table I includes the \(\Delta f/\Delta x\) and \(\Delta f/\Delta y\) operators, which denote the spatial central difference for the approximation of the first derivative. The \(*\) operator indicates a 2-D image convolution. For smoothing operations, the convolution kernel \(h\) was chosen to be the \(3 \times 3\) uniform kernel. The morphological operators for erosion \((\ominus)\) and dilation \((\oplus)\) are defined as

\[
(f \oplus q)(x, y) = \max \{ f(x+m, y+n) | (x+m, y+n) \in D_f \text{ and } (m, n) \in D_q \}
\]

\[
(f \ominus q)(x, y) = \min \{ f(x+m, y+n) | (x+m, y+n) \in D_f \text{ and } (m, n) \in D_q \}
\]

Effectively, the dilation operator enlarges bright regions of a gray-scale image, while the erosion operator shrinks them. These morphological filters require a structuring element \(q\) with domain \(D_q\). For this work, structuring elements were chosen with a domain of \(3 \times 3\) pixels. Erosion and dilation operations are used to compute the morphological gradient and to create the snowless luminance image. The term snowless
refers to the result of applying the well-known morphological opening–closing filter, which removes small speckles, like marine snow, from an image. The opening operation \((\ominus)\), which removes small islands and peninsulas of image brightness, and the closing operation \((\odot)\), which fills in small dark holes surrounded by bright pixels, are defined as

\[
\begin{align*}
G(x, y) &= (f \ominus G) \odot G \\
G(x, y) &= (f \odot G) \ominus G.
\end{align*}
\]

Given these definitions, the snowless image \(I_{\text{OC}}\) is described by

\[
I_{\text{OC}} = (I \ominus q) \odot q.
\]

Optical flow velocities \(u\) and \(v\) were computed using the conservation equation for local luminance and the least-squares constraint. The technique solved the following equation in a least-squares sense over a \(5 \times 5\) support region.

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\left(\frac{\Delta x}{\Delta t}\right) \ast h \\
\left(\frac{\Delta y}{\Delta t}\right) \ast h
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
u \\
v
\end{pmatrix} = -d_t.
\]

The \(\text{arctan}2\) operation, which extracts the direction of the optical flow vector, is the arctangent operator defined with the full four-quadrant range \(-\pi\) to \(\pi\).

The background difference filter \(d_b\) requires that an external agent first describe a bounding box around the target. Pixels in the box-shaped hole are interpolated to form an estimated background luminance image \(I_b\). Although cubic spline interpolation is often implemented for hole filling, this work used the orthogonal basis set resulting from the solution of the heat equation [35] given the boundary condition of the image pixel values surrounding the hole. Interpolation results comparable with those of a cubic spline fit were obtained over the rectangular hole using a separation of variables approximate solution to the heat equation. The approximation employs the first two-series expansion terms superposed with a bilinear function. This yields a solution that requires only 12 coefficients, as compared with 16 for the cubic spline, and because of the orthogonality of its terms, avoids computation of a pseudoinverse.

### B. Geometric Structures Assumed by Segmentation Algorithms

The segmentation-efficiency approach attempts to relate image prefilters to classes of segmentation algorithm that best exploit image-information content. The approach recognizes that the geometric pattern of pixels amplified by a prefilter varies with filter choice. Similarly, the geometric pattern of image information expected by a segmentation algorithm varies with algorithm choice. Segmentation efficiency uses these geometric patterns to link particular prefilters to particular segmentation algorithms.

To be more specific, segmentation algorithms for object-tracking applications make two fundamental assumptions. Each segmentation algorithm employs: 1) a particular spatial structure for relating target pixels and 2) a decision criterion for classifying pixels as members of such a spatial structure. Prefilters enhance the performance of a given segmentation algorithm if they augment the classification of pixels belonging to the correct geometric structure.

Table II groups selected segmentation techniques into three classes based on their assumptions regarding spatial structure of image information. These classes distinguish among region-based, edge-based, and hybrid methods. Region-based strate-
Table II
Grouping Segmentation Methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grouping</th>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Pixel-level Distinction</th>
<th>Shape Assumptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regional</td>
<td>Expectation Maximization (EM) over elliptical regions</td>
<td>Ellipse interior vs. exterior</td>
<td>Union of ellipses describes target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Template Masking</td>
<td>Mask interior vs. exterior</td>
<td>Target shape known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Threshold</td>
<td>Blob interior vs. exterior</td>
<td>No shape assumptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adaptive Threshold</td>
<td>Blob interior vs. exterior</td>
<td>No shape assumptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>Under reference image vs. exterior to it</td>
<td>Target shape described by reference image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge</td>
<td>Active Contours (Snakes)</td>
<td>Edge vs. non-edge pixels</td>
<td>Target contour connects edges with minimum length and curvature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Convex Edge Merging</td>
<td>Edge vs. non-edge pixels</td>
<td>Target contour connects convex set of edges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hough Transform</td>
<td>Edge vs. non-edge pixels</td>
<td>Target shape known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>Region Merging</td>
<td>(1) Initial Seed: pixels interior vs. exterior to amorphous target region (2) Termination Criterion: edge vs. non-edge pixels</td>
<td>Target shape arbitrary, but characterized by well defined edges at regional boundaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Watershed</td>
<td>As above</td>
<td>As above</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Region-based methods include well-known segmentation techniques such as the following:

1) the expectation-maximization technique, which clusters pixels under an arbitrary number of parameterized ellipses;
2) the template-masking technique, which scales and aligns a template to maximize pixel contrast interior and exterior to the template;
3) threshold techniques, which cluster neighboring pixels above or below a selected threshold;
4) the correlation technique, which assesses correspondence between a reference image and the current video frame.

Correlation algorithms are a special case in that they perform well not only when the region-based signal is strong, but also when the target region exhibits strong local gradients or complexity.

Table II lists three edge-based segmentation methods, including:

1) active contour techniques, which solve a dynamic equation for the target boundary based on a forcing function derived from an edge image;
2) convex edge-merging methods, which group edges based on the assumption of a convex target;
3) Hough transform methods, which extract boundaries from an image given a parameterized contour shape.

Finally, Table II lists two hybrid segmentation methods, which combine the decision criteria for both edge- and region-based algorithms. These hybrid techniques include:

1) region-merging methods, which join neighboring pixels of similar value;
2) watershed methods, which filter out internal edges by joining neighboring pixels sharing a common level-set boundary.

By exploring the spatial relationship of pixels extracted by a given filter, the segmentation-efficiency approach can match filters to the class of segmentation algorithm that best exploits the information embedded in the filtered image. To assess spatial organization of image information, the segmentation-efficiency approach requires that an external agent supply segmentation ground truth. The external agent, which may be a reference-segmentation algorithm or a human operator, distinguishes between sets of pixels that belong to a target $g_t$ to the background $g_b$, or to a region excluded for the purposes of analysis $g_e$. From this ground truth, the target boundary $\partial g_t$ can be defined as the pixels interior to $g_t$ that intersect with the dilation of $g_b$: $g_t \cap (g_b \circ q)$. Applying a set difference between the target region and the target boundary defines the target interior $g_t^I = g_t \setminus \partial g_t$. The background boundary $\partial g_b$ and the background interior $g_b^I$ are defined similarly to their counterparts for the target region.

Segmentation efficiency relates statistics computed over these geometric regions to the three geometrically defined classes of segmentation algorithm. Comparison of the target and background regions $g_t$ and $g_b$, for instance, enables performance assessment for region-based segmentation strategies. Comparison of the interior and exterior edge regions $\partial g_t$ and $\partial g_b$ enables performance assessment for edge-based segmentation methods. As some filters cause migration of edge information, comparisons of interior regions to boundary
regions $g_A^c$ to $\partial g_A$ or $g_B^c$ to $\partial g_B$ also predict the effectiveness of edge-based and hybrid methods.

C. Segmentation Efficiency

Segmentation efficiency can now be defined, based on the definitions of image filters $f$ and image regions $g$. The segmentation efficiency approach uses cumulative distribution functions (cdfs) to compute the effectiveness of filters in distinguishing between pairs of image regions. The resulting distribution assigns a value, between zero and one in magnitude, to each possible classifier $\delta$ in the range space of the filter $f$.

In effect, segmentation efficiency plays a role similar to the image histogram, one of the primary tools used for segmentation analysis. Classically, researchers have used bimodal histograms to establish thresholds between cleanly separated peaks associated with a pair of image regions. As early as 1972, Chow and Kaneko derived the optimal segmentation method given a bimodal histogram and the assumption of equal weight for misclassification of pixels from either region [36]. The importance of pixels in the two segments is not always equal. A two-objective optimization surface called the receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curve is often employed to express the tradeoffs involved with differentially weighted misclassifications [29], [30], [37].

In segmentation analysis, the relative size of the two segments strongly influences the selection of differential misclassification weights. On their own, image histograms do not account for region size. Regions containing few pixels appear as small bumps on a global histogram, indistinguishable from local maxima associated with histogram noise. This area-normalization problem commonly arises when the number of pixels in the background segment far exceeds the number of pixels in a target segment. For this reason, segmentation efficiency makes the assumption that the relative misclassification weights should be assigned such that the number of pixels misclassified in each segment is normalized by the area of that segment.

The segmentation efficiency approach also assumes that image histograms appear “noisy.” In many image histograms, correlations between neighboring pixel values create local maxima and minima superposed on the major histogram peak for each image region. The histogram approach often breaks down because of these local extrema.

To enable area normalization and noise rejection, the segmentation-efficiency method relies on the calculation of cdfs over two segments of interest. Starting from a histogram for each ground-truthed segment, this procedure first normalizes the histogram to a probability density function (pdf), addressing, in the process, the area-weighted normalization issue. Second, the procedure integrates the pdf to form a cdf, thereby automatically smoothing local maxima and minima. The following equation describes the generation of a cdf $\chi$ based on an underlying histogram $H$ calculated for the filtered image $f$ over the region $g$. Here, $N_g$ refers to the number of pixels in region $g$ and $D_{H_f,g}$ refers to the set of histogram bins

$$\chi(m; f, g) = \sum_{n \leq m} \left( \frac{H(n; f, g)}{N_g} \right) \left\{ m, n \in D_{H_f,g} \right\}.$$  \hfill (5)

Computed over two ground-truthed segments $g_A$ and $g_B$, the cdf describes the fraction of pixels in each segment correctly identified by a point classifier $\delta = m$. Applying the classifier gives estimates $\hat{g}_A$ and $\hat{g}_B$ of these presurveyed segments

$$\{ \hat{g}_A = (x, y) | f(x, y) \leq \delta, (x, y) \in D_f \}$$
$$\{ \hat{g}_B = (x, y) | f(x, y) > \delta, (x, y) \in D_f \}.$$  \hfill (6)

Given a particular classifier, the fraction of pixels correctly identified in each region is

$$\Theta(\delta; g_j) = \frac{\text{area}(\hat{g}_j \cap g_j)}{\text{area}(g_j)}. \hfill (7)$$

When a classifier is applied globally, the correctly identified pixels over each region are directly related to the cdf functions calculated over the regions

$$\Theta(\delta; f, g_A) = 1 - \chi(\delta; f, g_A)$$
$$\Theta(\delta; f, g_B) = \chi(\delta; f, g_B). \hfill (8)$$

These scalars, each with magnitude between zero and one, can be combined into a single scalar function: segmentation efficiency $\eta(\delta; f, g_A, g_B)$

$$\eta(\delta; f, g_A, g_B) = \Theta(\delta; f, g_B) + \Theta(\delta; f, g_A) - 1 = \chi(\delta; f, g_B) - \chi(\delta; f, g_A). \hfill (9)$$

The peak value of $|\eta(\delta)|$ identifies the maximum possible fraction of pixels, weighted by region size, correctly identified for some choice of classifier $\delta_{\text{max}}$ given a particular prefilter and region pairing. A classifier that achieves unity segmentation efficiency perfectly distinguishes the two regions. Zero efficiency means that a classifier makes no distinction between two segments. The sign of $\eta(\delta)$ distinguishes the region for which the classifier is an upper bound and is otherwise arbitrary; that is

$$\eta(\delta; f, g_B, g_A) = -\eta(\delta; f, g_A, g_B). \hfill (10)$$

Fig. 3 plots a sample segmentation-efficiency distribution and associated cdfs, as a function of image luminance $l$ for a gelatinous ctenophore.

D. Ensemble-Averaged Segmentation Efficiency

Given a large number of video clips imaged under specific environmental conditions, segmentation efficiency extracts the most useful information from each image and maps this information to appropriate vision algorithms. Thus, the ensemble averaged efficiency serves as a convenient tool for analysis of the image database

$$\langle \eta(\delta; f, g_A, g_B) \rangle = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \eta(\delta; f, g_A_i, g_B). \hfill (11)$$

The ensemble averaging process compares segmentation efficiency across the database of $M$ samples for each classification level $\delta$ given a particular choice of filter $f$ and the spatial comparison embodied by the choice of image regions $g_A$ and $g_B$.

The argument that maximizes the magnitude of $\langle \eta(\delta) \rangle$ is the classifier $\delta_{\text{max}}$, which optimizes the area-weighted fraction of correctly identified pixels for the two image regions across the entire video database, given a particular choice of prefilter. Thus, the peak magnitude of $\langle \eta(\delta) \rangle$ serves as a useful metric for
Fig. 3. Region statistics for a sample from the marine life database. (a) Ctenophore imaged in dense snow and nonuniform lighting. (b) Background difference based segmentation of the ctenophore. (c) cdfs for the luminance image over target and background regions. (d) Segmentation efficiency for the luminance image $\eta(\delta; f, g_b, g_t)$.

E. Application of Segmentation Efficiency to Jelly Tracking

Computation of segmentation efficiency across a marine-life database aids design of an automated jelly-tracking system. The marine-life database was populated with short (half-second) clips of animals filmed in situ by ROV Ventana. Video clips included 182 samples of gelatinous animals filmed under a variety of lighting conditions. Variations include lamp configuration, camera zoom, camera gain, and marine snow backscatter conditions. For each clip in the database, a human operator provided ground truth by defining the target region $g_b$ with a spline fit to the target interior edge. The background region $g_b$ was defined as the image complement to the target animal region(s) and to the excluded region $g_e$ consisting of small snow particles

$$g_b = (g_x \cup g_t)^C.$$  

Here, snow pixels were identified automatically, without human input, according to the relation

$$g_x = \left\{ (x,y) \mid \Phi(x,y) \geq \delta_{\text{SNOW}} \text{ and } (x,y) \in D_f \right\} \quad \text{and} \quad \Phi(x,y) = \frac{1}{\sum_{m,n \in D_q} 1}.$$  

In effect, this operator recognizes marine snow by identifying small pixel regions with high contrast to their neighbors. For this work, $g$ was chosen on a $5 \times 5$ square grid with the domain $D_q$ comprised of the grid’s 16 border elements. $\delta_{\text{SNOW}}$ was set equal to 0.75.

Table III shows the peak magnitude of ensemble averaged segmentation efficiency $\langle \eta(\delta_{\text{MAX}}) \rangle$. Peak height is listed for the 15 filters described in Section II-A and four geometric structures described in Section II-B.

The first column of Table III uses $\delta_{\text{MAX}}$ to describe regional contrast between the entire target and background segments. The background difference filter, the gradient filters, and the monochrome luminance filter have the highest peak values for distinguishing target and background pixels. For most vision applications, high gradient is associated primarily with target edges. Segmentation efficiency analysis highlights the unexpected result that, for scenes containing gelatinous animals, gradient filters detect the entire target interior region. This phenomenon occurred broadly for a variety of gelatinous targets at ranges of 0.2–3 m and camera-viewing cone angles between $10^\circ$ and $60^\circ$ for a constant video resolution of $320 \times 240$ pixels.

The second, third, and fourth columns of Table III assess information along the target boundary. Of these boundary data, the strongest responses were observed for $\langle \eta(\delta_{\text{MAX}}; f, g_b, g_t) \rangle$, the strict-edge comparison using the background difference filter, and for $\langle \eta(\delta_{\text{MAX}}; \|\nabla_{\text{LOC}}\|_{M^2}, g_b, g_t) \rangle$, the background edge-to-interior comparison using the snowless gradient filter.

Of all the entries in Table III, the highest peak value of segmentation efficiency corresponds to the background difference filter applied regionally, $\langle \eta(\delta_{\text{MAX}}; g_b, g_t) \rangle$. This peak value indicates the high quality of the background-difference signal for region-based segmentation. The restriction that an external
TABLE III
PEAKS OF THE ENSEMBLE AVERAGED SEGMENTATION EFFICIENCY DISTRIBUTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Filter</th>
<th>Region Based Comparison</th>
<th>Edge Based Comparisons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\langle \eta_{\text{tga}} \rangle$</td>
<td>$\langle \eta_{\text{tgb}} \rangle$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_t$</td>
<td>0.2353</td>
<td>0.2139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_b$</td>
<td>0.0709</td>
<td>0.0763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_b$</td>
<td>0.1888</td>
<td>0.1720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$|\nabla I|_2$</td>
<td>0.5398</td>
<td>0.3344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$|\nabla I|_{2,s}$</td>
<td>0.6688</td>
<td>0.2989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$|\nabla I|_M$</td>
<td>0.6668</td>
<td>0.3571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$|\nabla I|_{M,s}$</td>
<td>0.7212</td>
<td>0.2819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$|\nabla I_{OC}|_M$</td>
<td>0.5904</td>
<td>0.1291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$|\nabla^2 I|_M$</td>
<td>0.228</td>
<td>0.2553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$|\nabla^2 I_{s}|_s$</td>
<td>0.3647</td>
<td>0.4392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_t$</td>
<td>0.1876</td>
<td>0.1590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_b$</td>
<td>0.8678</td>
<td>0.6068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>0.0228</td>
<td>0.0060</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Ensemble averaged segmentation efficiency distribution and confidence limits for transparent animal samples from the marine-life video database. Distributions were calculated over the target and background regions for (a) luminance images and (b) smoothed morphological gradient images.

agent initialize the filter (see Section II-A), however, limits its use in real-time tracking applications.

In contrast, the gradient filters achieve high regional segmentation-efficiency peaks without any need for special initialization. Moreover, segmentation-efficiency analysis indicates that a fixed-level gradient classifier consistently describes the target region associated with gelatinous animals, despite the wide range of lighting conditions included in the marine-life video database. Although the gradient filter performs almost as well for boundary comparisons as for regional ones, segmentation efficiency is slightly higher for regional comparisons. Consequently, region-based segmentation strategies applied to gradient prefiltered images arise from segmentation efficiency analysis as primary candidates for use in a visual jelly-tracking algorithm.

Tight confidence limits on efficiency further buoy this recommendation. Confidence limits indicate excellent consistency for the gradient filter, especially in comparison with other competing filters such as the luminance filter. Fig. 4 depicts the mean distribution and 90% confidence interval for segmentation efficiency as a function of classifier $\delta$ for both the luminance and morphological gradient filters. Confidence limits are significantly tighter for morphological gradient than those for the luminance distribution. Significantly, the peak value of segmentation efficiency always occurs in approximately the same location ($\delta_{\text{peak}}$) for morphological gradient distributions across the
database. At $320 \times 240$ resolution, the gradient classifier $\delta_{\text{max}}$ (equal ten gray levels per pixel) yields an efficiency of at least 0.30 for 95% of transparent animal samples drawn from the marine-life database. By comparison, the lower confidence bound for the luminance distribution is nearly flat at zero efficiency.

Fig. 5 illustrates this phenomenon by displaying a luminance contour that envelops both a target ctenophore and a section of the background image. By contrast, gradient and background difference filters cleanly distinguish the target in this case.

A method exploiting luminance information would thus need to adapt spatially and temporally to compensate for poor consistency of luminance classifiers; adaptation introduces concerns of convergence and processing requirements for real-time power-constrained applications. By comparison, a gradient algorithm can use a fixed-level classifier to identify gelatinous targets consistently. This characteristic of gradient information enables the implementation of a noniterative bounded-time segmentation component in a visual-tracking algorithm.

This focus on gradient and background difference information contrasts with other biology-inspired studies conducted using marine video. These studies have successfully employed, for example, region-based optical flow methods for fish tracking [20], edge-based luminance gradient methods for the study of bioluminescence [21], and region-based luminance methods for the classification of plankton [18], [22], [24]. Differences among applications motivate the choice of these particular filtering and tracking strategies. Such differences emphasize the importance of a design tool, such as segmentation efficiency, for matching application-oriented image information to specific tracking algorithms available in the vision literature.

III. SYNTHESIS OF A SEGMENTATION TECHNIQUE FOR JELLY TRACKING

This section describes two segmentation strategies that rely on gradient image thresholds. Both methods were synthesized by placing segmentation efficiency results in the context of operational jelly tracking. The first method relies solely on gradient information and the second refines the first by using background difference information. Although more computationally complex, the second technique improves segmentation quality to enhance reliability for low sample rate applications.

A. Constraining Algorithm Choice Based on System Requirements

Segmentation efficiency, alone, determines only the general class of segmentation algorithm suited to a particular application. An understanding of application constraints completes the design process, enabling the selection of a specific vision algorithm from the general class indicated by segmentation efficiency analysis.

For jelly tracking, the first priority of a vision system is robustness to variable lighting conditions and target identity. Considering prior discussion, gradient-based regional segmentation methods have a strong advantage in terms of signal quality, as predicted by peak segmentation efficiency height, and in terms of consistency, as predicted by tight efficiency confidence limits. Likewise, the high-efficiency peak for the background difference filter suggests that this information could enable accurate jelly segmentation, given automation of the filter’s external agent requirement. These results narrow the search for a jelly-tracking algorithm to the class of region-based segmentation methods applied to images filtered with a gradient operator or, possibly, with the background difference operator.

Within this region-based class, segmentation methods may be distinguished primarily by two characteristics: 1) incorporation of shape knowledge and 2) parameter adaptation. As summarized in Table II, certain segmentation methods incorporate a definite notion of target shape (the template-masking technique) or target pixel pattern (the correlation technique). Other region-based methods possess some ability to handle varying image conditions through adaptation (the adaptive threshold and expectation-maximization techniques). For the jelly-tracking application, the target’s flexible three-dimensional (3-D) structure makes explicit incorporation of shape knowledge a difficult problem. Furthermore, the segmentation efficiency analysis indicates that, given the appropriate choice of image prefilter, a fixed-parameter nonadaptive technique can robustly segment targets over a wide range of lighting conditions. Both adaptation and shape constraints add complexity to a segmentation algorithm. As neither characteristic clearly benefits the jelly-tracking application, an appropriate selection criterion among region-based segmentation methods is simplicity. Of the region-
based methods, fixed-parameter global thresholding is the least complex, with no capability for adaptation and with the assumption of a fully arbitrary target shape.

This segmentation method also fits the requirements for both ROV and AUV operations. The application of a global threshold to an image, along with the assignment of neighboring pixels to amorphous segments, results in an easily implemented, robust segmentation strategy with excellent computational efficiency. Because this method does not require parameter tuning, it behaves reliably and repeatably upon activation. Furthermore, global threshold segmentation carries no information from sample step to subsequent sample step. This characteristic makes this method well suited for the range of sample rates expected for field operations, as high as 30 Hz for an ROV pilot assist and as low as a fraction of a Hertz for a strobed AUV application.

B. Segmentation With a Gradient-Based Threshold

Based on a segmentation efficiency analysis in the context of application constraints, a gradient-based global threshold method was implemented, along with a pattern-vector recognition routine, as the visual-tracking algorithm for field operations. The global threshold method relies on smoothed morphological gradient information, extracted by the $\|\nabla f\|_{\mathcal{M},\mathcal{S}}$ filter, since this information has the highest peak of the gradient filters in Table III. For this filter, the choice of a fixed gradient threshold matches the value of $\delta_{\text{max}}$ at ten gray levels per pixel (for 320 x 240 resolution).

The complete segmentation algorithm is summarized as follows:

1. Apply a $3 \times 3$ uniform filter to the monochrome luminance image.
2. Calculate morphological gradient for the smoothed luminance image.
3. Apply a global threshold to identify potential target regions.
4. Calculate size of connected regions and filter out small segments (snow).

The algorithm has low computational complexity. For an image containing $P$ pixels, the uniform smoothing filter, which is separable, requires $4P$ addition operations. Morphological erosion and dilation operators, used to calculate morphological gradient, are also separable when a square (in this case, $3 \times 3$) structuring element is applied. It follows that the operations count to compute morphological gradient involves $8P$ comparisons and $P$ subtractions. Application of a global threshold requires $P$ pixel comparisons. The total algebraic operations that count for the method are $5P$ additions and no multiplications. No iteration is required. Because the computational burden associated with the method is quite low, the algorithm is well suited for a real-time processor-constrained application.

Although gradient filters consistently recognize jelly targets, they also amplify snow particles. Step 4 of the segmentation algorithm above addresses this issue and removes snow particles by filtering potential target segments based on pixel count. A size filter of 25–30 total pixels (given 320 x 240 resolution and typical zoom and marine-lighting configurations) removes the majority of marine snow pixels from consideration. Table IV emphasizes the small size of the majority of snow particles and validates the use of a snow filter based on size information. Removing snow particles prior to recognition reduces computational requirements for the recognition step.

An additional theoretical concern associated with gradient-based segmentation addresses extreme camera resolution and lighting settings. At some limit of high zoom or low lighting, gradients over the target must fall below camera sensitivity. In practice, however, gradient-threshold segmentation works very well at a range of zoom settings, ranges, and target sizes. Table IV describes these variations in terms of target size in pixels across the set of video clips in the marine life database.

For ROV applications, a simple recognition scheme complements gradient-based segmentation to form a complete tracking solution. The recognition component computes a pattern vector for each identified segment and finds the segment best matching a target profile vector. Elements of the pattern vector include the image plane coordinates of the segment centroid, as well as the segment’s mean luminance, pixel area, and aspect ratio. These statistics sufficiently establish correspondence of the target region through time, given the 10-Hz sample rate used for field demonstrations.

C. Augmenting Gradient Threshold With Background Difference Information

For high sample rate applications, the primary information useful for recognition, given multiple segments per frame, is knowledge of the target segment’s location in previous frames. Converging animal trajectories or low sample rates, however, place recognition techniques relying on position estimation in jeopardy of failure. These situations require refined, preferably time-invariant, recognition statistics. Examples of refined metrics include shape descriptors, granulometries [22], and pixel-value histograms. Histogram descriptors are especially relevant to recognition of gelatinous animals, as they offer potential invariance to target orientation. A high-quality segmentation algorithm aids in extracting refined recognition statistics.

Background-difference information offers potential for higher quality segmentation, since the $\delta_b$ filter displayed the highest efficiency of the filters compared by Table III. The background difference filter cannot, however, be applied to an image without external input. A successive filter approach automates the generation of this external input. First, a gradient-based method akin to the technique described in Section III-B produces a rough segmentation. The snowless gradient filter, which reliably captures target edge information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE IV</th>
<th>TARGET SIZE DISTRIBUTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target Size Classifications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10^6$-$10^7$ Pixels</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10^7$-$10^8$ Pixels</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10^8$-$10^9$ Pixels</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10^9$-$10^{10}$ Pixels</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10^{10}$-$10^{11}$ Pixels</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snow Size Classifications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10^6$-$10^7$ Pixels</td>
<td>156487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10^7$-$10^{11}$ Pixels</td>
<td>23950</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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while automatically eliminating small snow particles, works well for this first step. Bounding boxes are calculated around high-gradient regions and are passed to the background-difference filter as external inputs. Within each bounding box, a second step calculates background difference and thresholds to enhance quality of the target segmentation. Fig. 6 shows typical segmentation results using gradient information only and using the augmented background difference method.

The refined algorithm involves the following steps.

1. Apply the snowless filter by first opening and then closing the monochrome luminance image.
2. Calculate morphological gradient for the snowless image $\|\nabla I_{\text{SC}}\|_M$.
3. Apply a global threshold to identify potential target regions.
4. Calculate bounding boxes for each segmented region.
5. Synthesize a background image for each bounding box.
6. Calculate the background-difference image $d_b$ in each bounding box.
7. Apply a background-difference threshold within the bounding box.

This augmented segmentation algorithm requires more computational effort than the simple gradient threshold algorithm. In exchange, the algorithm produces a higher quality segmentation. For an image containing $P$ pixels, the opening and closing operations, based on $3 \times 3$ square structuring elements, require $16P$ comparisons. The operations count to compute morphological gradient requires $8P$ comparisons and $P$ subtractions. Application of a global threshold requires $P$ pixel comparisons. The augmentation step considers bounding boxes enclosing $Q$ pixels, $Q < P$. Synthesizing the background image requires $11Q$ multiplications and additions and $8Q$ table lookups. Calculating the background-difference image requires $Q$ subtractions. The final threshold step requires an additional $Q$ comparisons. The final algebraic operations count is $12Q + P$ additions and $11Q$ multiplications. No iteration is required. Thus, if $Q$ approaches $P$, the algorithm’s computational cost greatly ex-
ceeds the $5P$ additions required for the basic gradient threshold method, described in Section III-B.

Neither the background-difference segmentation algorithm nor a refined recognition method has yet been implemented for ocean testing.

IV. OCEAN EXPERIMENTS USING AN ROV PLATFORM

Field experiments demonstrate that the gradient-based vision algorithm, synthesized for the jelly-tracking application using the segmentation efficiency technique, performs under ocean conditions. The success of these experiments illustrates the power of the predictive performance assessment approach. The examination of a jellyfish database in search of strong signals and their relationship to specific classes of segmentation algorithm produced a computationally simple, but nonetheless robust, technique to enable automated jellyfish tracking.

A. Experimental System

A jelly-tracking system was implemented as a pilot aid on MBARI ROV Ventana (see Fig. 7). During midwater experiments, Ventana’s cameras film jellies in their natural habitat at depths between 100 and 1000 m. A fiberoptic link carries these images from the submerged ROV to the surface support vessel, R/V Point Lobos. Video from a second camera, mounted approximately 1 m above the main camera, is also transmitted. A 700-MHz Pentium III computer acquires the twin video signals in NTSC format using Matrox Meteor cards. The gradient-based segmentation method identifies potential targets in frames from each of the two video streams. A pattern vector recognition component identifies the segment best matching the target profile for each stream. After checking for possible false positives, the algorithm uses triangulation to generate a 3-D position vector for the target, relative to the ROV. The computer then applies an axis-decoupled linear control law based on the relative position vector. These control commands are routed through the pilot joystick to allow manual override in a crisis situation. The tether carries the summed pilot and computer commands back to the submersible to close the control loop. The block diagram of Fig. 8 encapsulates this system description; further details regarding the experimental hardware are described in [38].

A single button press by the operator activates the experimental jelly-tracking system. A 2-s training period sets the initial value of the pattern vector used for recognition. During the training period, the target is identified with an abbreviated profile that considers target region size and proximity to the center of the image. The trainable pattern vector recognition approach permits application of the system with a wide range of gelatinous specimens, including larvaceans, cnidaria, and ctenophores.

The control law acts in cylindrical coordinates to regulate ROV range to target, relative depth, and relative yaw. Quasisteady tether forces introduce an undesirable dynamic response during system initialization and an offset error at steady state. To counteract these effects, a dynamic estimator infers bias force and enables a disturbance accommodating control term.

The three-coordinate control law (range, depth, and yaw) does not act on pitch, roll, or the ROV’s circumferential position about the jelly. Passive buoyancy stabilization restricts pitch-and-roll motion. The remaining free coordinate constitutes a control law null space. The control system can exploit the null-space dimension to accomplish goals secondary to the primary goal of holding the ROV camera centered on the jelly. Also, the human pilot can issue commands in the null space without disturbing the automated jelly-tracking control law. In the field, a human pilot has demonstrated this capability, issuing circumferential commands to select the orientation of a gelatinous specimen relative to the ROV cameras. Additional details of the jelly-tracking control system are discussed in [39].

B. Experimental Results

Open-ocean experiments have performed the first-ever demonstration of fully automated robotic tracking of a midwater animal. Tests further demonstrated that gradient-based
segmentation successfully enables long-duration autonomous jelly tracking. Performance of the jelly-tracking system was evaluated over multiple Ventana dives during the course of 2001 to 2002.

Tests explored endurance tracking with the ROV under full computer control. Several long, successful runs confirm the robustness of gradient-based segmentation algorithms under field conditions. Four notable runs included the tracking of a Solmissus specimen for 25 continuous min, of a Benthocodon for 29 min, of a sinking larvacean house for 34 min, and of a Ptychogena for 89 min. All runs were conducted with no intervention by a human pilot. During the runs, the control system countered unmodeled tether and buoyancy forces to maintain its lock on the jelly target. All four of these specimens were in motion relative to the water column. Fig. 9 depicts the Solmissus experiment with an overlay image that combines 40 samples of the tracked target at even intervals through the run. This figure demonstrates the success of the servoing system in maintaining small relative error throughout the Solmissus run.

In all four cases, a number of ocean animals, including squid and salps, wandered inside the ROV camera’s field of view without disturbing the jelly-tracking system. Thus, the recognition component performed ably, despite its simplicity. Only one of the four long runs ended as a result of a visual-tracking system error. This error terminated the Solmissus experiment when a small salp passed in front of the jelly target and corrupted the recognition profile. Before the error, the recognition system successfully distinguished between the jelly target and several nearby squid. Additional recognition errors were observed during an experiment inside an unusually dense swarm of krill. During these experiments, squid initially feeding on krill began to approach the ROV. In cases when multiple squid subsequently overlapped the target segment and when more than three squid were simultaneously visible in the vision cone, the recognition algorithm twice failed after tracking a target for only 15 min. These notable recognition breakdowns indicate the limitations of the current pattern-vector approach and motivate, as future research, the investigation of improved recognition strategies.

In addition to endurance-tracking results, field experiments highlight the practical difficulties involved with deploying a visual robotic system in the ocean. Challenges arise from the ROV platform and from harsh ocean conditions. These challenges include:

- nonuniform lighting conditions and marine snow;
- recognition of the target in scenes containing multiple animals;
- control of a vehicle platform given a poor plant model;
- control of a vehicle with unknown buoyancy force and tether dynamics;
- transition between pilot and automated control modes;
- frequent hardware failure caused by harsh operational environment (serial port communication, video transmission, camera-angle sensors);
- limited ability to make system modifications at sea.

The requirement to handle these challenges implies that hardware and software for a jelly-tracking system must be not only reliable and robust, but also easy to operate under harsh conditions.

V. SUMMARY

A method for extracting useful information from a database of natural images was introduced. The technique, called segmentation efficiency, detects information inherent to an application and maps the information to classes of segmentation available in the vision literature. Morphological gradient and background difference filters were found to be highly effective at extracting image information for the jelly-tracking application. Use of these prefilters enabled the synthesis of a robust segmentation system based on global thresholding rather than other, more complex, vision algorithms. The low operations count and high consistency of gradient-based global thresholding match the operational requirements for reliability and efficiency demanded for the ROV pilot aid application and for future AUV implementation. An ROV pilot aid system was fielded to demonstrate, for the first time, the use of an automated marine vehicle to track an animal in the deep ocean. Subsequent experiments tracked jellies for as long as 89 min under full computer control.
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